MEETING SUMMARY
Meeting:

Date:
Time:
Location:
Attendees:

Highway 151 & Loop 1604 Area Regional Center
Planning Team Meeting #3
Topics: Vision & Goals; Focus Areas & Corridors
May 6, 2019
5:30 – 7:30 pm
Great Northwest Library
Mike Tavitas, Stonegate Hill at Westover Hills
Doug Handlin, Stonegate Hill at Westover Hills
Valerie Cobos, Frost Bank
Sarah Edwards, Capital Group
Melanie Forde, SeaWorld San Antonio
David Skelton, SeaWorld San Antonio
John Wright, Mountain View Acres
Joe Hindsley, Hyatt Regency Hill Country
Wayne Saiz, GM Financial
Tom Lehrman, GM Financial
Amy Jo Zola, SARA
Christine Viña, VIA Metropolitan Transit
Krystin Ramirez, MIG, Inc.
Jay Renkins, MIG, Inc.
Mario Hune, District 6 City Council Office
Chris Ryerson, COSA Planning Department
Sarah Serpas, COSA Planning Department

Meeting Purpose
This meeting was the second individual meeting for the Highway 151 & Loop 1604 Planning Team. The
objectives of this meeting were to:
•
•
•
•
•

Confirm Vision and Goals
Describe the Planning Framework: What is a Regional Center?
Introduce SA Tomorrow Place Types
Discuss potential Focus Areas and Corridors
Provide an Introduction to Land Use and Zoning

Meeting Format
MIG and COSA staff facilitated the meeting, and provided a presentation which guided the meeting
agenda. The presentation can be found at the documents library on the plan website:
https://highway151.sacompplan.com/documents/
Vision + Goals Discussion
For the first portion of the meeting, Planning Staff pointed the Planning Team Members to the draft
vision and goals, and provided an overview of feedback received at the Second Community Meeting on

April 15th. A photo of the draft vision and goals Poster, as it was marked up at the community meeting
and by the planning team meeting is below:

MIG staff also took notes during the discussion on a wall graphic. The text from those notes are
presented next to the image of the notes taken:
Vision and Goals Discussion Notes:
• “Old Texas” Definition?
• What do we mean by rural?
o Verdant feel
o Bucolic
o Green + Treee
o Parks + Trails
• Avoid visual Pollution
o Screening of parking lots
• Country feel in some places
• Destination that fits area aesthetics
• Achieve better balance of workers & residents in the
area
• Workforce housing
• Younger folks don’t want to drive
o Park N Ride
• Goal 2: Development (Land use & Builtform) that helps
mitigate congestion
• Goal 3: Remove “existing”
• Goal 4: Mix of recreation options
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Overall, planning team members supported the vision and goals, but had some concerns around certain
terms used to describe the area. Several had an issue with the term “rural” as this could connote a place
that does not have a strong economic base, which this area does by definition as a regional center.
There was considerable discussion around how to balance industry and jobs with the goal of maintaining
a “green” environment full of trees. There was some discussion around how the existing parking lot
regulations around Highway 151. Learn more about the existing Highway 151 Gateway Corridor Overlay
District here:
https://www.sanantonio.gov/Portals/0/Files/Planning/NPUD/GC2_Hwy151GatewayCorridor.pdf
There was concern around how to balance new businesses such as data centers with the vision and
goals, especially in terms of rural feel. Some discussion was had around the possibility to “screen” data
centers with trees or greenery, but for security reasons many data centers do not allow foliage around
their perimeter. More discussion and research is necessary for this concern.
Based on the discussion, Planning Staff will revise the draft Vision + Goals and present to the Planning
Team for comment.
Introduction to Plan Framework, Regional Centers, and Place Types
Following the vision and goals discussion, Planning Staff and MIG presented an overview of several
concepts in order to ensure all Planning Team Members are familiar with various aspects of the SA
Tomorrow Comprehensive Plan, which was adopted in 2016. First, Planning Staff presented an overview
of how regional centers (or economic hubs) are a significant building block for San Antonio’s New
Planning Framework. Regional Centers can be classified by maturity and by purpose. For the Highway
151 & Loop 1604 Area Regional Center, it is an “emerging” center, meaning that it is less
mature/established than other centers around the city, and it is an “activity center” meaning that it has
a diverse mix of jobs as well as education, entertainment, and cultural amenities.
Following the Regional Center information, MIG presented the concepts of “Place Types” which were
designed to provide ideal development patterns for various contexts in San Antonio. Some of the place
types that might best apply to the Highway 151 & Loop 1604 area are Trail Oriented Development,
Green Neighborhood, or Institutional/Campus Mixed-Use. These were presented in order to encourage
Planning Team Members to think in a future-oriented way about the potential for the area.
Focus Areas & Corridors Discussion
At the end of the meeting, the Planning Team was asked to help Planning Staff identify where potential
“focus areas” and “corridors” should be located within the Plan Area. These sites are meant to guide the
plan’s recommendations by allowing for a more detailed analysis in certain areas deemed particularly
significant to Planning Team Members and/or the public. To tee up the Focus Areas Discussion, MIG
presented several definitions of key terms to the Planning Team Members. These included:
• Focus Areas: Important areas of opportunity to direct future investments, support, or
improvements. These areas will receive additional planning attention throughout the process.
• Multimodal Mixed-Use Corridors: Key roads that connect important places in our communities,
which should support multiple modes of travel, become increasingly more mixed-use, and allow
higher density housing in certain areas.
• Transformative Project: A development, public improvement, or program identified by this plan
that could positively change or enhance an area that is important to the community.
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Following MIG’s presentation of key terms, Planning Staff described the goals of the Focus area
Discussion and introduced two separate sets of focus areas to begin with.
The Goals of the Focus Area Conversation were to:
1. Compare focus areas identified in two ways:
- By an analysis of “opportunity parcels” (parcels that are either publicly-owned,
underutilized, or vacant) and market factors
- By the Planning Department for community discussion
2. Define and Confirm focus areas
- Are there any we missed?
3. Discuss which “Place types” should apply in each focus area
A visual of the two types of focus areas identified is presented below:

The first set of Potential areas (on the left) were identified for the Planning Department for discussion at
the Second Community Meeting and are numbered on the map with orange highlight. The second set of
potential areas (on the right) was identified through an analysis by Economic Planning Systems (EPS).
This analysis considered parcels that were publicly owned or vacant to be at a higher potential for
redevelopment, and identified “underutilized” parcels as those that have a combination of a low floor
area ratio (FAR) and a low improvement (building) value to land value ratio (I:L ratio). This means that
the existing building on the site is small compared to the land area of the site, and/or that the building is
worth much less than the land itself. Both of these factors can contribute to a site becoming desirable
for redevelopment from a market perspective. Based on the locations of those opportunity parcels, EPS
then determined where potential focus areas could be, as numbered on the map.
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After introducing the two maps for discussion, Planning Staff and MIG then facilitated a
conversation around where Planning Team Members believe potential focus areas and
corridors should be identified in the Planning Area. MIG took notes as both a wall graphic and
as markings on a map of the plan boundary, which are presented below.
Focus Areas Discussion Notes:
• SARA Provide floodplain map
• Apartment Planned b/t Middle School + Ellison
• Maintain 151 area b/t Hyatt and SeaWorld
• Large Campuses are providing internal amenities – cafes, trails etc.
o Employees would use nearby uses more if available in close
proximity and more accessible
• Creek extension planned
o Potential for 4 acre green space on existing industrial
(Transformative Project Area)
• Add area #5 Opportunity Parcel (west of Loop 1604)
Corridors Discussion Notes:
• Ellison – between Wiseman/Westover
• Rogers Road – Between Culebra Road + Wiseman Blvd
• Focus on intersection of Ellison + Wiseman

As the conversation progressed, the following map was created showing desired draft focus
areas for the plan:
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Introduction to Land Use
For the final activity, Planning Staff presented a brief overview of Land Use and its importance
to this planning process. Land use is the foundation to the Sub-Area Plans, and will be discussed
heavily at the next Planning Team Meeting.
Next Steps for Highway 151 and Loop 1604
Using the conversation from this meeting and public input from a digital survey, Planning Staff will revise
the Draft Vision and Goals to be presented again to the Planning Team at the next Planning Team
Meeting. The public survey about the draft vision and goals and focus areas is available at the following
link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Q2hwy151
More information about the upcoming meeting, materials from previous meetings, and other
information can be found on the plan website: https://highway151.sacompplan.com/
Our next Planning Team meeting will be June 5th, 2019 from 5:30 to 7:30pm hosted by SeaWorld. This
will be Meeting #4 and we will discuss land use in more detail and a draft future land use map created
from analysis.
If you have any questions please contact me:
Sarah Serpas | sarah.serpas@sanantonio.gov | 210-207-5452
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